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Theracare
assistive bed range
High quality, assessment based sleeping solutions
for adults and children
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With over 30 years of proven experience, Theraposture are
leading specialists in the design, manufacture and support
of assistive care beds. Theraposture can supply a range of
electrically operated beds that are either standard in specification
from stock, customised standard beds or completely bespoke
solutions if needed.
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Suitability Guarantee

Focus on safety

Theraposture provides a seven day Suitability
Guarantee with the purpose of giving 100%
confidence to all prospective OTs and clients so
that they are assured of the perfect Theracare
bed every time. By working with Theraposture,
a free of charge home assessment service (subject
to access being available) is included with a
product demonstration and is a vital part of our
process in determining the best solution for the
intended user.

• All of our beds comply with BSEN 60601-2-52
• All of our beds are CE marked and as such
meet all relevant standards
• Our beds raise to at least 80cm without a
mattress meaning that a compliant safe working
height is achieved
• Cot side heights above uncompressed
mattresses must be a minimum of 22cm
• Gaps between cot sides for adults must be no
more than 12cm

• Gaps between cot sides for users under
12 must be no more than 6cm
• The gap between the uncompressed lying
surface and the underside of the bottom side
rail must be less than 12cm
• Risk assessment of the area of the bed under
the mattress may conclude that ‘Safe Base’
could be needed
• We recommend that beds are supplied with
mattresses from the same supplier
• We always recommend a full risk assessment
of each and every situation

For Healthcare Professionals
Theraposture provides high quality, specialist
care beds that are regularly recommended by
Healthcare Professionals. Our team of Assessors
work with Healthcare Professionals to ensure
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each recommended solution is appropriate,
maximises independence and provides positive
outcomes both financially and from a well being
point of view.

Free product demonstration

Theracare Community Bed
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Contact Theraposture today for a
Theracare bed demonstration in the location
of your choice.

Fully functional, practical and affordable
The Theracare Community bed has been designed to offer
affordability and all the function you would expect from a
Theraposture adjustable bed.
• Conforms with BSEN 60601-2-52 : 2010

• 20cm extension available as an option

• Electronic four section profiling

• Wide range of accessories and
adaptations available

• Electronic variable height

• Fully guaranteed for 3 years

• Steel mesh platform

• Free product demonstration and assessment
service available

• Mattress compensator
• 146kg safe working load
• Optional Trendelenburg and Anti Trendelenburg

Lockable castors

Easy to use hand control
with contrasting buttons

Self levelling leg raise

Freephone: 0800 834654 Email: info@theraposture.co.uk www.theraposture.co.uk

New reduced length option
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Theracare Standard Bed
Beautiful curved design and outstanding ability
The Theracare Standard bed is a stylish, well designed, fully
adjustable bed developed to meet the needs of equipment users
requiring a complete sleeping solution.
• Conforms with BSEN 60601-2-52 : 2010

• Centralised castor locking

• Electronic variable height only or variable height
with profiling

• 3 bar side rails available as an option

• Electronic variable height

• Shorter 170cm option

• Steel mesh platform

• 20cm extension available as an option

• Unique self levelling leg raise

• Wide range of accessories and
adaptations available

• Mattress compensator

• May be specified with Safety Sides

• 146kg weight capacity

• May be specified with Safe Base

• Anti Trendelenburg as standard

• Fully guaranteed for 3 years

• Trendelenburg available as an option

• Free product demonstration available

Centralised castor locking

Self levelling leg raise

Easy to use hand control
with contrasting buttons

Now available in a reduced length 170cm x
90cm. Available with variable height only or
variable height and profiling
and profiling
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Theracare Low Bed
Combining low access with increased variable height
of 23cm to 83cm
The Theracare Low offers all the function of a variable height and profiling bed,
but with the added advantage of low access. Therapists are increasingly asking
us for this type of bed following risk assessments. It importantly allows the user
to be raised to a safe working height of 80cm plus mattress when required and
when the user is sleeping, they may be lowered almost to the ground.
• Conforms with BSEN 60601-2-52 : 2010

• Mattress compensator

• Electronic variable height only or variable height
with profiling

• 146kg weight capacity

• Electronic variable height

• Trendelenburg available as an option

• Steel mesh platform
• Unique self levelling leg raise
• Massive 60cm variable height
• Very stable when fully raised

• Anti Trendelenburg as standard
• 3 bar side rails available as an option
• 20cm extension available as an option
• 120cm and 140cm wide option
(Theracare Low Wide)
• Optional bed side crash mat
• Wide range of accessories and
adaptations available
• May be specified with Safety Sides
• May be specified with Safe Base

New size options
Now available with a reduced 170 x 90cm
length, increased width 120 /140cm and new
60cm variable height – meeting BSEN 606012-52 : 2010 safe working height requirement

• Fully guaranteed for 3 years
Lockable castors

Self levelling leg raise

Freephone: 0800 834654 Email: info@theraposture.co.uk www.theraposture.co.uk
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Theracare Wide Bed
A wide option for nursing flexibility
The Theracare Wide has been created to offer a solution to equipment users
who may need a nursing style bed that is wider than a standard 3’ (90cm bed).
This model may be specified in either 4’ (120cm) or 4’6” (140cm) widths.
This additional width offers a safe space for clients who require the extra room
for independent transfers and for ‘in bed’ support or personal care.

• Conforms with BSEN 60601-2-52 : 2010

• 3 bar side rails are standard (not shown)

• Electronic four section profiling

• 20cm bed extension available as an option

• Electronic variable height

• Wide range of accessories and
adaptations available

• Unique self levelling leg raise
• Steel mesh platform
• Locking castors
• Mattress compensator
• 146kg weight capacity

Lockable castors

Easy to use hand control with
contrasting buttons

Low Access
For a low access, wide bed see the Theracare
Low Wide on page 5

Self levelling leg raise

• Fully guaranteed for 3 years
• Free product demonstration and assessment
service available
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Theracare Safety Sides –
Recommended on the Theracare Standard and Low – all of
our beds conform with BSEN 60601-2-52 : 2010 and all other
relevant standards
Designed to make an adult bed safe for children under 12 and adults of a
similar proportion.
There are times when adult care beds are specified for children or adults who are of
similar proportion to children. The MHRA stipulate that the maximum gap between
the side rails on care beds should be different for the following user groups because of
the possible risk of entrapment:
• Adults – the maximum allowed gap is no more than 12cm
• Children under 12 years of age and adults of a similar proportion –
the maximum allowed gap is 6cm (half of the adult permitted gap).
To ensure that our beds are safe for children and adults of a similar proportion to
children, we suggest that our Theracare Safety Sides are used effectively removing the
gap between and underneath the rails.
• We offer a full practical assessment and risk
assessment and it’s free!

• Safety Sides can be used with padded rails in a
colour of your choice

• The Mesh Safety Sides are easily removable
and machine washable

• The gaps between the rails are completely
covered

• Matching padded head and footboards are
an option

• Not available on beds from other companies
due to precision of the fitting needed

• Because of the end fastening tabs, the safety side
cannot be pulled back to expose the gaps

• 3 rail option on Theracare Standard or Theracare
Low giving extra height. When lowered it drops
below the mattress and therefore doesn’t
hinder transfers

• Either strong mesh or clear vinyl clear sides
are available

• The rails can be lowered with the Safety Sides in
place unlike traditional bumpers
• Beds may be specified with the Safe Base offering
a gap free platform for the mattress to sit on

• Theracare Safety Sides can be used on Theracare
Low and Theracare Standard beds

• Beds may be specified with Safe Base so that
all gaps under the mattress are covered

Freephone: 0800 834654 Email: info@theraposture.co.uk www.theraposture.co.uk

Theracare adaptations

Technical data

How to make standard beds more suited to an individual’s needs
Safe Base, padded head and foot boards
Safe Base will provide an
entrapment free platform, should
hands explore the underside of
the mattress. Padded head and
foot boards reduce the risk of
impact injury. Picture shows only
part application.

Mattress options
All mattresses supplied with a Theraposture bed
are individually fitted to ensure that they are an
appropriate and safe size. We always recommend
that mattresses are purchased with beds from the
same supplier.

BED

COMMUNITY

STANDARD

LOW

WIDE 4’

WIDE 4’ 6”

Max. patient weight

146kg

146kg

146kg

146kg

146g

Max. lifting pole load

75kg

75kg

75kg

75kg

75kg

Outer dimensions (cm)
214x103
170cm long bed		
200cm long bed		

216x103
186x103
200x90

216x103
186x103
200x90

205 x 133

205 x 153

Platform dimensions (cm)

170x90

170x90

200x120

200x140

200x90

Head section adjustable 		

Electric and continuous to 70 Degrees

Foot section adjustable		

Electric and continuous to 70 Degrees

Trendelenburg

Optional

Optional

Optional

No

No

Anti Trendelenburg

Optional

Yes

Yes

No

No

Braking system

Individual

Central pairs

Voltage 		
W24, Hi-viscose memory
foam – offering a HIGH degree
of pressure redistribution

3 bar side rails
Increased height of sides that are
integral and lower fully below
the height of the mattress. This
is particularly useful where a
full replacement mattress or
overlay mattress may otherwise
reduce the effective cot side
height below the recommended
minimum 22cm.

W17, Castellated reflex foam
mattress – offering a MEDIUM
degree of pressure redistribution

Galaxy 2000 – full replacement
system suitable for VERY HIGH
risk users

W14, Reflex foam mattress –
offering a LOW degree of
pressure redistribution

Standard foam mattress –
no pressure relieving qualities.

Output		
Electrical back up 		

Individual

230V
24V
Emergency lowering as standard. Full battery backup as an option

Variable height

40cm Travel		

60cm Travel

40cm Travel

Floor to platform height

40cm

40cm

23cm

40cm

40cm

Cot side heights (2 bar)

N/A

39cm

39cm

N/A

N/A

Cot side heights (3 bar)

N/A

47cm

47cm

42cm

42cm

Hoist clearance

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Bed platform		
Head and footboards		

Steel four section profiling
Solid beech surrounds with beech veneered infills

Padded rails

Option

Option

Option

Option

Option

Safety sides

No

Option

Option

Option

Option

Reduced 170cm platform

No

Option

Option

No

No

20cm extension

Option

Option

Option

Option

Option

Lifting pole

Option

Option

Option

Option

Option

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Suitable for users
under 12 years

Freephone: 0800 834654

Email: info@theraposture.co.uk www.theraposture.co.uk
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Theraposture Limited. Kingdom Avenue, Northacre Industrial Park, Westbury, Wiltshire BA13 4WE

